DIY Wrapped Earbuds Craft
Instructions


2. Anchor the earbuds to a stable surface with tape. Tie floss around earbud cord by making a double knot to start off.

3. Make a "number four" with floss and cord by pulling floss to the left of the cord & creating a "number four" with the floss going over the cord.

4. Pull the floss through by going under the cord and through the "number four" loop.

(Steps 5-7 on next slide)
5. Pull the floss tight by putting one hand on the cord to keep it taunt and with the other, pulling the floss straight up.

6. Pull the floss all the way to the original knot you tied, keeping the cord straight and tight. Repeat steps 3-6 multiple times to create a single color segment.

7. Switching colors: trim the previous color floss with scissors, double knot the next color floss right after the previous color floss' final knot, and repeat steps 3-6 for the next color. When finished, make a final knot.